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ABSTRACT
The efficiency of concurrent data structures is crucial to the performance of multi-
threaded programs in shared-memory systems. The arbitrary execution of concurrent threads,
however, can result in an incorrect behavior of these data structures. Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) have appeared as a powerful platform for high-performance computing. As
regular data-parallel computations are straightforward to implement on traditional CPU ar-
chitectures, it is challenging to implement them in a SIMD environment in the presence of
thousands of active threads on GPU architectures. In this thesis, we implement a concurrent
queue data structure and evaluate its performance on GPUs to understand how it behaves
in a massively-parallel GPU environment. We implement both blocking and non-blocking
approaches and compare their performance and behavior using both micro-benchmark and
real-world application. We provide a complete evaluation and analysis of our implemen-
tations on an AMD Radeon R7 GPU. Our experiment shows that non-blocking approach
outperforms blocking approach by up to 15.1 times when sufficient thread-level parallelism
is present.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In shared-memory multiprocessors, multiple active threads run simultaneously and commu-
nicate and synchronize via data structures in shared memory. As the efficiency of these data
structures is critical to performance, designing efficient data structures for multiprocessor
machines has been extensively studied. Designing such concurrent data structures is much
more difficult than sequential ones since threads running simultaneously may interleave ar-
bitrarily and can result in an incorrect behavior. Furthermore, scalability is a challenge in
design of concurrent data structures as contentions among threads can severely undermine
scalability [14]. There exist implementations of different concurrent data structures, such as
stacks [20], queues [2, 3, 7, 15, 21] and skip-lists [19], but most of them target multi-core
CPUs.
Recently, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have become one of the most preferred
platforms for high-performance parallel computing. This computing model is generally re-
ferred to as General Purpose Computing on GPU (GPGPU) or GPU computing. While the
aforementioned concurrent data structures have been implemented and evaluated on many
different multi-core CPU architectures but little has been studied on GPU. With the recent
introduction of improved memory models including atomic primitives on GPUs, existing con-
current data structures for multi-core CPUs can be ported to GPUs. Regular data-parallel
computations with little or no synchronization have been efficiently implemented on the
GPUs. However, irregular workloads are known to be difficult to implement due to their
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dynamic behavior of control flow and parallelism. Achieving scalable performance of those
workloads needs efficient concurrent data structures to use for thread synchronization and
communication. In medium-scale parallel machines with tens of active thread contexts, it
may be manageable to support synchronizations among them but with thousands of active
threads, this would cause significant performance overhead on GPUs. The appearance of
OpenCL [16] has made general purpose programming on GPUs easier but the design and
implementation of concurrent data structures still remains challenging.
In this thesis, we present the evaluation of blocking and non-blocking implementations
of concurrent queue data structure on GPUs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to understand their behaviors on GPUs in depth. All of our implementations are
written in OpenCL C++ programming model and rely on OpenCL’s atomic primitives such
as atomic compare-and-exchange and atomic exchange. We evaluate our implementations
using several micro-benchmarks and a real-world application. All of our evaluation are
carried out on a AMD Radeon R7 GPU.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents related work and
background. Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of the proposed blocking
and non-blocking concurrent queues. Chapter 4 shows the experimental results. Conclusions
are made in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we review previous works on the topic of concurrent data structures (CDS),
and provide the background information required to understand this thesis.
2.1 Related Work
Concurrent queues have been studied for three decades. Most of them have targeted multi-
core CPUs, and only a few works targeted GPUs. In the section, we review several CPU-
based CDS implementations and a few GPU-based studies that we found.
The majority implementations of CDSs are Compare and Swap (CAS) based non-
blocking. Mellor-Crummey [9] proposed a concurrent queue which is blocking based on fetch-
and-store. Since enqueue and dequeue operations access both Front and Rear, enqueuers
and dequeuers interfere each other’s cache line and therefore results in limited scalability.
Min et al. [12] proposed a scalable cache-optimized queue, which is also blocking. They
entirely remove CAS failure in enqueue operation by replacing CAS with fetch-and-store
and considerably decrease cache line interference among enqueuers and dequeuers. Although
the queue shows better performance it includes a CAS retry loop in dequeue operation.
Michael and Scott [11] presented the most widely used non-blocking concurrent queue
algorithm. It updates Front, Rear, and Rear’s next by a non-blocking approach by using CAS.
If the CAS fails, the thread is repeated until it succeeds in CAS. However, beyond a rather
low concurrency level, the frequent CAS retries result in a complete loss of scalability [1],
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[4]. Ladan-Mozes and Shavit [6] proposed a new concurrent lock-free queue with reduction
in number of CAS operations from two to one in an enqueue operation. The fewer number
of required CAS operations results in less possibility of CAS failure and better scalability.
In [13], pairs of concurrent enqueue and dequeue operations have the ability to alter values
without accessing the shared queue itself. Unfortunately, this approach is applicable to only
small queues since the enqueue operation cannot be eliminated until all former values have
been dequeued in order to preserve the correct FIFO queue semantics. Hoffman et al. [5]
decreased the possibility of CAS retries in an enqueue operation by replacing baskets of
mixed-order entities with the standard totally ordered list. Unfortunately, using a basket
in the enqueue operation causes a new overhead in the dequeue operation because linear
search among Front and Rear is needed to find the first non-dequeued node. In addition, a
contention restriction scheme between losers who failed the CAS is required. As a result, in
some architectures, the baskets queue performs worse than the Michael and Scott’s queue
[4].
Xiao and Feng introduced inter-block synchronization that synchronizes threads across
blocks on a GPU by communicating through global memory [22]. Stuart and Owens pre-
sented the implementations of barriers, mutexes, and semaphores on GPUs [18] and Michael
presented lock-free hash tables [10]. Our evaluation of the blocking and non-blocking queues
considered in this thesis is the first attempt to gain a detailed understanding of the perfor-
mance of concurrent queues on GPUs.
2.2 Background
This section surveys topics on concurrent data structures, OpenCL, and atomic operations
related to our work.
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2.2.1 Concurrent Data Structures
Most data structures being designed are a kind of conventional sequential data structures.
In concurrent data structures, the semantics of conventional data structures are relaxed in
order to get simpler and more efficient and scalable implementations. For example, when
traversing a graph through BFS algorithm by using a concurrent queue, it might be enough
to allow each thread do the enqueue operation to add their values in the queue, and not
necessarily in the same order. As shown in Figure 2.1, threads T1, T2 and T3 can add their
elements to the queue in any orders.
1
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Figure 2.1. Relaxed queue for BFS.
Designing concurrent data structures for multicore systems exhibits several challenges
in terms of performance and correctness. On today’s machines, the layout of cores and
memory, the layout of data in memory, and the communication load on the different elements
of the multicore architecture all affect performance. Algorithmic improvements that seek
to enhance performance often make it more difficult to design and verify a correct data
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Figure 2.2. Bad interleaving: (a) Two threads want to increment the pointer (b) Two threads
updated the pointer but the result is incorrect.
structure implementation. Figure 2.2 shows an example of incorrect behavior in concurrent
data structures that is called bad interleaving. Suppose we wish to increment a pointer to
refer to the next element in a shared array. If we allow concurrent increments of the pointer
by multiple threads, this implementation behaves incorrectly. Suppose that the pointer
initially refers to the element number 3, and two threads run on different cores concurrently
want to increment the pointer as shown in Figure 2.2a. Then there is a risk that both threads
read 3 from the pointer, and therefore both store 4. As you can see in Figure 2.2b, this is
clearly incorrect because the pointer must refer to the element number 5 instead of 4 at the
end.
Based on the synchronization mechanism, concurrent data structures are categorized
into two strategies: Blocking and Non-blocking. Blocking approaches prevent bad interleav-
ings by using a mutual exclusion lock (also known as a mutex or a lock ). A lock is a construct
that, at any point in time, is unowned or is owned by a single work-item. If a work-item
W1 wishes to acquire ownership of a lock that is already owned by another work-item W2,
then W1 must wait until W2 releases the ownership of the lock. While it is easy to achieve a
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correct shared data structure this way, this simplicity comes with performance degradation
because the lock suffers from sequential bottleneck and memory contention. Sequential bot-
tleneck means that at any point in time, at most one operation is doing useful work. In order
to reduce sequential bottleneck, we need to decrease the number and length of sequentially
executed code sections that means decreasing the number of locks acquired, and decreasing
lock granularity, a measure of the number of instructions executed while holding a lock. If
the lock protecting our data structure is implemented in a single memory location, as many
simple locks are, then in order to acquire the lock, a work-item must repeatedly try to mod-
ify that location that causes memory contention. Blocking concurrent data structures needs
to be designed efficiently and correctly in order to avoid deadlocks. Also, no completion is
guaranteed in blocking approach [14].
For non-blocking approach, there are several different types of completion guarantees
that can be assured. The two well-known ones are wait-free and lock-free. Wait-free synchro-
nization ensures that all the operations finally complete after a finite number of processing
steps. Lock-free synchronization guarantees that some of the operations will complete af-
ter a finite number of processing steps. Wait-free is a stronger non-blocking guarantee of
progress than lock-free, and lock-free in turn is stronger than blocking. As stronger progress
conditions seem desirable, implementations that make weaker guarantees have generally eas-
ier design and verification. Non-blocking algorithms for several work-items need the use of
atomic primitives, such as Compare-And-Swap (CAS). The CAS operation atomically reads
from a memory location, compares the value read to a given value, and if the comparison
succeeds then swaps the old value with the new value. A non-blocking approach has many of
the same disadvantages that the blocking approach has like sequential bottleneck and mem-
ory contention for a single location. Many non-blocking algorithms may suffer from ABA
problem. The ABA problem occurs when a work-item reads a location twice and another
work-item runs between the two reads and modifies the data structure, does other work, then
modifies the data structure back, thus the first thread thinks that nothing has been modified.
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As a scenario, suppose multiple concurrent work-items all attempt a dequeue operation that
removes the first element, located in node A, from the queue by using a CAS to redirect the
front pointer to point to a previously-second node B. The problem is that it is possible for
the queue to change completely just before a specific dequeue operation attempts its CAS,
so that by the time it does attempt it, the queue has the node A as the first node as before,
but the rest of the queue including B is in a completely different order. This CAS of the
front pointer from A to B may now succeed, but B might be anywhere in the queue and the
queue will behave incorrectly [14].
2.2.2 OpenCL
All our code is written in OpenCL C++ programming language. A detailed introduction
to OpenCL can be found in [16]. OpenCL targets a parallel computing platform for hetero-
geneous systems consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and other processors. The OpenCL platform
model includes a host connected to one or more OpenCL devices each of which is composed
of certain number of Compute Units (CUs) and further Processing Elements (PEs) as shown
in Figure 2.3. An OpenCL application begins its execution on a host and puts device com-
mands in the queue to communicate with device. The PEs in a CU run a single stream of
instructions as SIMD units. The OpenCL program is composed of two parts: a host pro-
gram that runs on the host and kernels that run on the devices. The declaration of kernel
functions must be preceded by kernel. The host program describes the context for the ker-
nels and controls their execution. When the host launches a kernel for execution, a thread
index space (called an NDRange) is configured. An instance of the kernel is mapped to each
thread (called work-item) in the NDRange. The command get global id (dim) returns the
unique global work-item ID value for dimension specified by dim. Each work-item runs the
same code but uses possibly different data. The scheduler assigns each workgroup (a group
of work-items defined by programmer) to a CU until all work-items have been executed as
shown in Figure 2.4. Workgroups are composed of work-items. AMD GPUs execute on
8
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Figure 2.3. OpenCL platform [17].
wavefronts (group of work-items) while each workgroup consists of an integer number of
wavefronts as shown in Figure 2.5. Work-items in the same wavefront executed in lock-step
in a compute unit. If a conditional branch causes some of threads to diverge from the rest,
the remaining threads must wait for the divergent threads to finish. Different workgroups
must communicate with each other through global memory. The only method to implement
synchronization among arbitrary threads in a NDRange is through the atomic operations
that are running in global memory.
2.2.3 Atomic Operations on GPUs
We end this section with a short explanation on atomic operations that we use in this thesis.
We use two atomic operations offered by OpenCL, namely, atomic cmpxchg and atomic xchg,
to implement our blocking and non-blocking queues. The atomic cmpxchg function takes
three arguments, namely, a pointer p, a comparable value cmp, and a new value val. It reads
the value old at location pointed by p. If old equals cmp, it stores val at location pointed by
9
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Figure 2.4. GPU thread scheduler assigns each workgroup to a CU [17].
p; otherwise it leaves the contents of p unchanged. It always returns old. By comparing the
return value with cmp, one can check if the execution of atomic cmpxchg has successfully
stored val. An atomic cmpxchg function of a work-item W1 to pointer p may fail if some
other work-item W2 updates the contents of p with a value different from cmp of W1. The
atomic xchg function takes two arguments, namely, a pointer p and a new value val. It swaps
atomically the value old at location pointed by p with val. It always returns old.
10
WORK-GROUP
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Figure 2.5. Work-group, Wavefront and Work-item [17].
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter we present our blocking and non-blocking concurrent queues that are based
on linked list data structures. It is written in OpenCL and designed for executing on modern
GPUs supporting atomic compare-and-swap operations. The queue in both implementations
is created by nodes, each including two fields: next, a pointer to the next node in the queue,
and value, the data value stored in the node. Two global pointers, Front and Rear, point to
the front and rear nodes on the list that are used to locate the correct node when dequeuing
and enqueuing, respectively. Figure 3.1 shows an example of bad interleaving in concurrent
queues. Suppose we wish to increment the Front pointer to refer to the next element in a
shared queue. If we allow concurrent increments of Front pointer by multiple work-items,
this implementation behaves incorrectly. Suppose that the Front pointer initially refers to
the first element, and two threads run on different cores concurrently want to increment the
Front pointer as shown in Figure 3.1a. Then there is a risk that both threads read 0 from
the Front pointer, and therefore both store back 1. As you can see in Figure 3.1b, this is
clearly incorrect because the pointer must refer to the element number 2 instead of 1 at the
end.
3.1 Blocking Algorithm
A general way to implement a concurrent queue is to use a lock. At any point in time, a lock
is unowned or owned by a single work-item in order to guarantee mutually exclusive access to
12
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Figure 3.1. Bad interleaving in queues: (a) Two threads want to increment the Front pointer
(b) Two threads updated the Front pointer but the result is incorrect.
a queue. If a work-item W1 wants to acquire ownership of a lock that is already is owned by
another work-item W2, then W1 must wait until W2 releases ownership of the lock. We must
be careful when using locks in GPUs because they can easily result in a SIMD Deadlock
easily. SIMD Deadlock is due to a structural conflict among work-item synchronizations
and SIMD-lockstep execution when the work-items are from the same wavefront. In this
kind of deadlock, the work-item that acquired the lock will wait at the convergence point
for the remaining work-items to join in order to proceed to execute the unlock instruction,
whereas the remaining work-items are waiting to acquire the lock before they can step to
the convergence point and this inter-waiting causes a deadlock.
We implement two functions Acquire and Release by using the two synchronization
primitives atomic cmpxchg and atomic xchg to atomically change the lock from unowned to
owned and vice versa. In the Acquire function, each work-item reads the value of lock. If
the value of lock equals 0, it means that the lock is unowned. Then, it stores 1 at location
pointed by lock and changes the lock from unowned to owned. Otherwise, it leaves the
contents of lock unchanged. In both cases, it returns the old value of lock that can be 0 or
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1. By comparing the return value with 0, we can check whether the work-item could acquire
the lock or not. In the Release function, the work-item that acquired the lock changes the
lock from owned to unowned by atomically swapping the value of lock with 0. The following
pseudo-code shows these functions:
Acquire (*Lock) {
return atomic cmpxchg (*Lock, 0, 1) == 0;
}
Release (*Lock) {
atomic xchg (*Lock, 0);
}
We present a blocking queue by having separate locks for the Front and Rear pointers
of a linked-list-based queue. Separate locks allow enqueue and dequeue operations to run
simultaneously. In this approach, we need a dummy node in order to prevent acquiring both
Front and Rear locks when the queue is empty and therefore it avoids deadlock. Front always
points to the dummy node. We support three operations on the queue, namely, Initialize,
Enqueue and Dequeue. The Initialize function creates a queue with a dummy node. The
responsibility of Enqueue and Dequeue functions are the addition and removal of entities to
and from the rear and front positions respectively. A work-item inside Enqueue and Dequeue
tries to acquire the LockR and LockF respectively. If the work-item fails, it repeatedly tries
to acquire the lock since the lock will be released soon by the work-item that acquired the
lock. The variable q shows the index value after Rear pointer. The following pseudo-code
shows our blocking queue implementation.
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kernel void Initialize (Q, q) {
Q [0].next = NULL;
Front = &Q[0];
Rear = &Q[0];
q = q+1;
}
kernel void Enqueue (Q, q, value) {
int idx = get global id(0);
do {
if (Acquire (&LockR)) {
Q [q].data = value [idx];
Rear->next = &Q[q];
Rear = &Q[q];
FlagR [idx] = 1;
q = q+1;
Release (&LockR);}
}while (FlagR [idx] != 1);
}
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kernel void Dequeue (Q, pvalue) {
int idx = get global id(0);
do {
if (Acquire (&LockF)) {
if (Front->next == NULL) {
FlagF [idx] = 1;
error;}
else {
pvalue = Front->next->data;
Front = Front->next;
FlagF [idx] = 1;}
Release (&LockF);}
}while (FlagF [idx] != 1);
}
For example, Figure 3.2 shows two work-items that want to add their values to the
queue simultaneously. At the beginning, the queue has two nodes and q shows the index
value after Rear pointer (q=2 ). The enqueue always starts by checking that lock is free
or not. Suppose that W1 runs the atomic operation in the Acquire function before W2 in
order to acquire the lock. W1 could acquire the lock because the lock is free. At the same
time, W2 could not acquire the lock and has to wait for W1 because the lock is held by
W1. Then, W1 adds its value to the queue in a node that is identified by q, updates the q
and releases the lock as shown in Figures 3.2b and 3.2c. Now, W2 could acquire the lock by
calling the Acquire function since lock is not held by any work-items. As shown in Figures
3.2d and 3.2e, W2 first acquires the lock, adds its value in a node that is identified by q
(q=3 ), updates the q and releases the lock.
16
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Figure 3.2. Two threads are trying to add their values simultaneously in a blocking approach:
(a) Lock is free (b) Lock is acquired by W1 (c) W1 adds its value and update q (d) Lock is
acquired by W2 (e) W2 adds its value and update q.
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3.2 Non-blocking Algorithm
In this section, we present a non-blocking queue by using only one atomic primitives in an
enqueue operation. Like our blocking algorithm, we have a dummy node at the front of queue
that guarantees both Front and Rear always point at a node on the linked list. Therefore,
preventing problems that occur when the queue is empty or contains just a single entity and
also removes contention among enqueuing and dequeuing processes even when there is just
a single entity in the queue. The variable q shows the index value of Rear pointer.
Like our blocking algorithm, the Initialize function creates a queue with a dummy
node. In the Enqueue function, our algorithm first stores the value of general variable q in a
private variable xp, then checks the consistency of xp. If the private variable xp of work-item
W2 was consistent, then W2 links the new node to the end of queue and updates the Rear
pointer. Otherwise, it means that another work-item W1 added an entity after W2 stores the
general variable q in its private variable xp and W2 needs to update its private variable xp.
The following pseudo-code shows our non-blocking enqueue implementation.
kernel void Initialize (Q) {
Q [0].next = NULL;
Front = &Q[0];
Rear = &Q[0];
}
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kernel void Enqueue (Q, q, value) {
int idx = get global id(0);
do {
xp = q;
if (atomic cmpxchg (&q, xp, q+1) == xp) {
Q [xp+1].data = value [idx];
FlagR [idx] = 1;
Q [xp].next = &Q [xp+1];
Rear = &Q [q];}
}while (FlagR[idx] != 1);
For example, Figure 3.3 shows two work-items that want to add their values to the
queue in non-blocking approach. At the beginning, the queue has two nodes, q shows
the index value of Rear pointer (q=1 ) and two private variables of xp for each work-item
(xp(W1)=xp(W2)=1 ). The enqueue always starts by checking the consistency of xp. Suppose
that W1 runs the atomic operation before W2 in order to check the consistency of its xp.
W1 could come inside the if statement because both q and its xp are equal to 1 and updates
the value of q to 2. At the same time, W2 could not come inside the if statement because
the value of q and its xp are not equal. Then, W1 adds its value to the queue in a node that
is identified by xp(W1)+1 as shown in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c. Now, W2 needs to update its
xp. As shown in Figures 3.3d and 3.3e, W2 first updates its xp, updates the q and adds its
value in a node that is identified by xp(W2)+1.
In the Dequeue function, Front always points at the last node that was dequeued.
Like the Enqueue function, our algorithm first stores the address of general pointer Front in
a private variable t, then checks the consistency of t. If the private variable t of work-item
W2 was consistent, then W2 updates the Front pointer. Otherwise, it means that another
work-item W1 removed an entity after W2 stores the address of general pointer Front in its
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private variable t and W2 needs to update its private variable t. The following pseudo-code
shows our non-blocking dequeue implementation.
kernel void Dequeue (Q, pvalue) {
int idx = get global id(0);
do {
t = &Front;
if (Front->next == NULL) {
FlagF [idx] = 1;
error;}
else {
pvalue = Front->next->data;
if (atomic cmpxchg (&Front, t, t+1) == t){
FlagF [idx] = 1;}
}
}while (FlagF [idx] != 1);
}
For example, Figure 3.4 shows two work-items that want to delete some values from
the queue in non-blocking approach. At the beginning, the queue has four nodes and two
private variables of t for each work-item (t(W1)=t(W2)=0 ). The dequeue always starts by
checking the consistency of t. Suppose that W1 run the atomic operation before W2 in
order to check the consistency of its t. W1 could come inside the if statement because both
Front and its t mention to the node with index 0 and updates the Front pointer. At the
same time, W2 could not come inside the if statement because the Front pointer and its t
are not mention to the same node. Then, W1 deletes a value from the queue as shown in
Figures 3.4b and 3.4c. Now, W2 needs to update its t. As shown in Figures 3.4d and 3.4e,
W2 first updates its t, updates the Front pointer and deletes a value from the queue.
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Figure 3.3. Two threads are trying to add their values simultaneously in a non-blocking
approach: (a) xp(W1) is consistent (b) q is updated by W1 (c) W1 adds its value (d)
xp(W2) is consistent (e) W2 adds its value.
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Figure 3.4. Two threads are trying to delete some values simultaneously in non-blocking
approach: (a) t(W1) is consistent (b) Front is updated by W1 (c) W1 deletes a value (d)
t(W2) is consistent (e) W2 deletes a value.
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Our non-blocking algorithm does not suffer from ABA problem because when a work-
item reads a location twice and another work-item runs between the two reads and modifies
the data structure, does other work and been modifies the data structure back, then the first
thread observes that the data structure has been modified. Let’s consider the aforementioned
scenario. Suppose multiple concurrent work-items all attempt a dequeue operation that
removes the first element, located in node A, from the queue by using an atomic cmpxchg to
redirect the front pointer to point to a previously-second node B. It is possible for the queue
to change completely just before a specific dequeue operation attempts its atomic cmpxchg,
so that by the time it does attempt it, the queue has the node A as the first node as before,
but the rest of the queue including B is in a completely different order. This atomic cmpxchg
of the front pointer from A to B does not succeed because the private variable t and front
pointer do not match and the work-item has to update its private variable t. Therefore, the
queue will behave correctly.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experiments Setup
We test our blocking and non-blocking concurrent queue implementations on a AMD Radeon
R7 APU. The APU has 12 compute units including 8 compute units on the GPU device and
4 compute units on the CPU device. The maximum clock frequencies of the GPU and CPU
devices are 720 MHz and 3.5 GHz, respectively. The maximum work group size is 256 for
the GPU device and 1024 for the CPU device. The OpenCL C programming implements the
atomic operations on 32-bit signed and unsigned integers to locations in global and local
memory spaces.
4.2 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
We use a micro-benchmark and real-world application as a benchmarking workload.
4.2.1 Micro-benchmark
The performance of blocking and non-blocking queues for a fixed number of work-items may
depend on the combination of operations and the total number of operations. We evaluate
each approach for a number of different combination of operations. In our micro-benchmark,
we demonstrate each different operation combination as a pair [x, y], where the operation
stream has x% add and y% delete operations. For each operation combination, we change
the total number of operations from 10,000 to 100,000 in steps of 10,000. Also, we examine
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different number of work-items per work group, 64, 128 and 256, to show the influence of
work group size on execution time.
We measure the performance of blocking and non-blocking concurrent queues on
two different types of operation combinations. One is unbiased and has 50% add and 50%
delete operations, while the other one is add-dominated and has 80% add and 20% delete
operations. The performance of each approach is measured on three different work group
sizes and ten different operation counts.
Figure 4.1 shows the performance results for our blocking concurrent queue on GPU.
Figure 4.1a shows the results for an input operation with 80% add and 20% delete operations,
while Figure 4.1b has equal combination of add and delete. Also, Figure 4.2 shows the
performance results for the non-blocking approach while Figure 4.2a and 4.2b show the
result for 80% add, 20% delete and 50% add, 50% delete combination respectively. Results
show that non-blocking implementation outperforms blocking implementation significantly
across different number of operations.
As the operation increases, more add and delete operations involve more atomic
operations. As a result, the speedup diminishes due to the overhead of atomic operations
and complicated control flow of the implementation. Nonetheless, the [80, 20] and [50, 50]
combinations still benefit a speedup of nearly 7 and 5 respectively with hundred thousand
operations as shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Also, we observe that work group size does not
affect the speedup much due to the sequential bottleneck problem in both blocking and non-
blocking algorithms and we cannot benefit from a bigger work group size with more thread
parallelism.
Interestingly, we see that as the percentage of add operations increases, the speedup
also increases (compare the upper panels with the lower panels in Figure 4.1 and 4.2). This is
because with more add operations, the required number of control flow for queue modification
decreases resulting relatively less number of thread divergence. This is the reason for better
performance in 80% add, 20% delete scenario. Overall, the best speedup obtained by the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1. Blocking Algorithm: (a) Add = 80%, Delete = 20% (b) Add = 50%, Delete =
50%.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2. Non-blocking Algorithm: (a) Add = 80%, Delete = 20% (b) Add = 50%, Delete
= 50%.
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Table 4.1. Speedup for 80% Add, 20% Delete.
Number of Operations WG Size = 64 WG Size = 128 WG Size = 256
10,000 13.2 12.5 12.1
20,000 15.1 14.9 14.5
30,000 11.6 11.2 12
40,000 9.3 9.3 9.1
50,000 7.7 8.3 8.3
60,000 7.4 8.5 8.3
70,000 8.2 7.4 7.6
80,000 7.5 8.5 8.3
90,000 7.4 7.8 7.7
100,000 6.9 7.2 7.9
Table 4.2. Speedup for 50% Add, 50% Delete.
Number of Operations WG Size = 64 WG Size = 128 WG Size = 256
10,000 6.8 7.1 7.2
20,000 7.9 8.1 8.4
30,000 9.1 8.6 9.2
40,000 7.2 6.5 7.3
50,000 6 5.8 6.1
60,000 6.2 5.4 6.4
70,000 5.8 5.4 5.9
80,000 5.4 5.1 5.5
90,000 5.8 4.8 5.8
100,000 5.4 4.8 5.5
non-blocking implementation is 15.1 higher compared to the blocking implementation.
4.2.2 Breadth First Search (BFS)
Queue is used when data do not need to be processed right away, but need to be processed
in FIFO order like Breadth First Search (BFS). For a graph G = (V, E) and a root vertex s,
BFS traverses the edges of G to explore every vertex that is reachable from s. BFS proceeds
in the following steps:
• Step 1: Visit the adjacent unvisited vertex and enqueue it in a queue.
• Step 2: If no adjacent vertex remains, dequeue the first vertex from the queue.
• Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until the queue is empty.
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Table 4.3. Number of nodes and edges in each road networks.
Road Network Number of Nodes Number of Edges
Pennsylvania 1,088,092 1,541,898
Texas 1,379,917 1,921,660
California 1,965,206 2,766,607
BFS is a graph algorithm that has wide applications in different fields and can benefit from
GPU acceleration. Therefore, concurrent queues play a significant role in BFS algorithm
on GPUs. In this section, we want to compare our blocking and non-blocking concurrent
queues by using BFS as an application while our evaluation is done on GPU.
4.2.2.1 Input graph data
We need a high performance system for analysis and manipulation of large networks as an
input graph data. The system must be optimized for maximum performance and compact
graph representation and easily scales to massive networks with hundreds of millions of
nodes, and billions of edges. It needs to efficiently manipulate large graphs, calculates
structural properties, generates regular and random graphs, and supports attributes on nodes
and edges. Moreover, edges and attributes in a graph or a network need to be changed
dynamically during the computation.
We use the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection (SNAP) library that is devel-
oped as a result of some research in analysis of large social and information networks. We
measure the performance of blocking and non-blocking concurrent queues on road networks
[8] consisting of Pennsylvania, Texas and California road networks as an input graph for our
BFS. The road network indicates intersections and edges roads connecting the intersections.
Intersections and endpoints are indicated by nodes and the roads connecting these intersec-
tions or road endpoints are indicated by undirected edges. Table 4.3 shows the number of
nodes and edges of each road network.
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4.2.2.2 Performance results
Figure 4.3a and 4.3b show the performance results for our blocking and non-blocking concur-
rent queues on GPU. Our queue does not show a considerable speedup on the non-blocking
implementation in comparison to the blocking implementation for all road networks as much
as we saw earlier in the micro-benchmark. This is because the non-blocking implementation
could show better performance than blocking just when there is sufficient data-level paral-
lelism during each addition and deletion while data-level parallelism in BFS is low. Also,
the non-blocking implementation shows the same scalability compared to the blocking one.
As mentioned earlier, work group size does not affect the speedup too much due to the
sequential bottleneck problem in blocking and non-blocking algorithms and we cannot ben-
efit from a bigger work group size with more thread parallelism. Overall, the best speedup
obtained by the non-blocking implementation is just around 1.1x compared to the blocking
implementation in our BFS algorithm.
Table 4.4. Speedup for BFS Algorithm.
Number of Operations WG Size = 64 WG Size = 128 WG Size = 256
California 1.12 1.09 1.10
Pennsylvania 1.14 1.09 1.12
Texas 1.13 1.13 1.12
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(b)
Figure 4.3. BFS Result for Road Networks: (a) Blocking (b) Non-blocking.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This study evaluates the performance of blocking and non-blocking concurrent queues on
AMD Radeon R7 GPU. Both implementations are built upon the array based linked list
implementation. The non-blocking implementation consistently shows better performance
compared to the blocking implementation for carrying out addition, deletion, and search
operations on various number of operations. Our evaluation shows that for sufficient thread-
level parallelism, the non-blocking implementation outperforms (up to 15.1) the blocking
implementation. For insufficient thread-level parallelism, a concurrent queue does not ben-
efit much from the non-blocking implementation due to the underutilization of hardware
resources. The non-blocking concurrent queues obtain higher speed up (up to 13.2) with
the presence of sufficient thread-level parallelism compared to the insufficient thread-level
parallelism.
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